In real-world scenarios, massive demands mi ght be simultaneously raised by massive customers. Mass customization (MC) of services is a cost-effective approach to deal with this scenario by offering a cus tomizabl e composite service that satisfies as many personalized requirements as possible. In this paper, Service Network (SN ) is employed to repres ent a customizable composite service, so that MC of services is transformed into a Service Network Planning (SNP) problem. A heuristic algorithm called Iterative Enhancement based Algorithm (IEA) is proposed for SNP. Massive requirements are sorted i n terms of their potential benefit in the descending order, and for each requirement to be dealt with, the algori thm i teratively enhances the preceding constructed SN by the least cos t instead of constructing a new one, so that the final constructed SN keeps the minimal size and complexity and reaches costeffectiveness. For comparison, two traditional service composition bas ed algorithms called Solution Consolidation based Algorithm (SCA) and Requirement Grouping based Al gorithm (RGA) are presented. Experiments are conducted to prove the superiority of the IEA, and factors that impact the performance of IEA are exploited elaborately.
INTRODUCTION
Mass customization (MC) refers to the design and production of personalized or custom-tailored goods or services to meet customers' diverse and changing needs, with the objective that every customer can have exactly what he wants by adding and/or changing certain functionalities of a core product (BusinessDictionary, 2014) . It is of great significance to keep a wide variation in service offerings so that the personalized demands of different customers are met at high levels and at lower prices.
If we regard web services as the basic parts and a composite service constituted by multip le web services as a customizable product, it is apparent that MC of services has a similar philosophy as the MC of products, i.e., to assemble a set of fine-grained co mponents into a coarse-grained composite solution. Nevertheless, the differences are obvious, too: (1) the reusable parts of customized products are manually designed by product designers, while available web services come fro m a mass of independent service providers who publicize their services on the Internet. This indicates that the MC of services is usually conducted in an open environment and there is not pre-defined reference architecture.
(2) The quantity of components being a part of a customizable product is usually limited, wh ile available web services on the Internet are comparatively numerous and their potential co mpositions are almost infinite. This implies that the customization degree o f services is much higher than the one of the products and, as a side effect, the customization difficulty and cost is rather higher, too.
In a wo rd, to realize the mass customizat ion of services in the open Internet environment in a cost-effective and efficient way, is a challenging problem in services computing research.
Research of this paper aims at a typical broker -based service mass customization scenario. Nu merous services are accumulated on an open platform of a broker, and they might either be publicized by their p roviders or be proactively collected by the broker. Customers raise their requirements to the platform, and the broker selects proper services and composes them into co mposite services to satisfy these requirements.
A widely adopted tactic in practice is "service product", i.e., the broker offers a co mposite service that owns particular customizable features, and each customer customizes these features according to his own preferences. For the broker, the cost of preparing such products is comparatively low; by contrast, on account that these customizable features are manually designed by the broker, the customization degree is limited.
Another tactic is "service composition" which goes to the other extreme, i.e., co mplete personalization. A composite service is not prepared in advance, but after a specific requirement is raised. Co mpared with service product, its personalizat ion degree is higher, but its cost is also higher because each composite service fits perfectly for the functionality, QoS and context constraints of one specific requirement, therefore mu ltip le composite services are needed for mu ltip le requirements. Another deficiency is the efficiency: online service selection and composition fro m a large number of candidate web services is a timeconsuming work.
To sum up, there is a tradeoff between the personalization/customizat ion degree and the costeffectiveness of a mass customizable service. http://www.hipore.com/ijsc Service Network (SN) is a good choice of facilitating the MC of services by combining the two tactics together to exert their respective superiorities. Researchers have found there are exp licit and imp licit correlations among existing web services; as a consequence, these web services can be interconnected to form an SN wh ich possesses many more customizable features (e.g., multi-source parameters and compound service nodes, which are introduced in Section 3.2) than "service product". Besides, due to the similarities between mult iple personalized requirements, there are some frequently occurring co mposition patterns in the corresponding composite services , and an SN also includes such patterns that could be shared and reused by different requirements. For each inco ming requirement, the SN is customized and a concrete composite service is identified.
This paper focuses on the Service Network Planning (SNP) problem, i.e., given a set of customer requirements and a set of available web services, an SN is built to meet these requirements in a mass customization way with the highest profit and the lowest cost. There are two objectives to be pursued in this problem:
(1) The degree to which massive personalized requirements could be satisfied by the customization of the SN. Fro m the perspective of sociology, the crowd behaviors usually exh ibit the "continuity" along with the time, i.e., there are common characteris tics among the requirements appearing in consecutive time. This indicates that, if the SN could well satisfy the recent emerging requirements, then the following-up ones might be met well with a great probability. The higher the personalization degree to wh ich the SN satisfies the requirements is and the more is the number o f requirements that the SN could satisfy, accordingly the higher is the customer satisfaction degree, and as a consequence, the higher is the direct and potential benefit the SN brings to the broker.
(2) Cost-effectiveness of the SN. The cost of an SN includes the Planning Cost (PC), Customization Cost (CC) and Usage Cost (UC). PC is the cost at which the broker investigates the reputation of the services and negotiates with the service providers whose services are included in the SN, and the cost of connecting the selected service together as a network. CC refers to the cost of customizing the SN to satisfy each requirement. UC refers to the price of the final customized co mposite services offered to the customers. All the three cost are closely related to the size and complexity of the SN, the economic attributes of the services in the SN, and the number of customizable features in the SN.
There are three challenges in SNP problem:
(1) Under the situation that the number of available web services is very large, even the traditional one-requirementoriented service co mposition problem is proving to be NPhard, moreover the SNP problem in which n requirements are considered in the mean while. Ho w to design a highly customizable and cost-effective SN in an acceptable time complexity?
(2) The high personalization degree requires that the SN is large enough to include more customizable features, wh ile high cost-effectiveness is diametrically opposed. How to look for the co mpro mise between the two objectives so that both are relatively acceptable?
(3) A personalized requirement includes two types of constraints, i.e., functionality and QoS. In most of the conventional service composition approaches , either the functional or QoS requirements are to be individually handled. How to synthesize both together?
For (1), service co mposition research has made effective explorations. For examp le, the skyline-based approach filters out infeasible services before composition so that the search space is significantly reduced; the online-and-offline combined approach makes fu ll use of the historical composition records to find out co mmon co mposition patterns to narrow the search scope; and the approximate approaches, which have received the most attention, look for an acceptable solution in a limited time. We will use climb ing-hilling co mb ined with branch-and-bound to reduce the time co mplexity caused by the large number of candidate services.
For (2), we adopt an iterative enhancement strategy to look for an optimal tradeoff between the customizat ion degree and cost-effectiveness. Our approach does not deal with the requirements one by one, but leverages the similarities and correlations among requirements so that the SN is iterat ively constructed and reinforced using heuristic strategies to ensure that the least amount of services are composed to achieve the highest mass customizat ion competency.
For (3), in our previous work we have proposed QoSoriented and functionality-oriented SN p lanning, respectively. In this paper we will combine them together.
Briefly, the contributions of this paper are as follows: (1) we elaborate the service mass customization scenario which aims at the satisfaction of massive personalized requirements (functionality and QoS) and combine two traditional mass customization strategies together; (2) we propose a Service Network based approach to address the service mass customization issue, where an SN is a customizable co mposite service that could satisfy mult iple personalized requirements ; (3) we put forward a Service Network Planning algorith m in wh ich the iterat ive enhancement strategy is leveraged to construct an SN and achieve an optimal tradeoff between the customizat ion degree and cost-effectiveness.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sect ion 2 surveys related work; section 3 defines the logical model of SN and clarifies how it facilitates mass customization; section 4 gives the mathematical model of the SNP problem; section 5 puts forward three potential approaches for SNP problem and the corresponding algorith ms; section 6 is the experiments and comparative analysis; and finally is the conclusion and future work. http://www.hipore.com/ijsc
RELATED WORK

One-Requirement-Oriented Service Composition
There are t wo types of service composition (SC) problems: the one with end-to-end QoS constraints (called QoS-aware service composition, QSC), and the one with semantics/functionality constraints (SSC).
QSC is a mu ltidimensional, mult i-objective, mu ltichoice knapsack problem (MMM KP) to look for the optimality of a single or mu lt iple object ives under the mult idimensional Qo S constraints. Global optimality can be found by methods such as integer programming, but the most commonly used approach tries to look for acceptable solutions in the relat ively lower t ime co mplexity using local search heuristics (Luo et al., 2011) , or to make use of the historical co mposition records to find the common composition patterns . Representative QSC methods include: greedy-based local search method (Zeng et al., 2004) , skyline -based method (Alrifai, Skoutas, & Risse, 2010) , genetic algorith m (Canfora et al., 2005) , global and local search co mbined method (Alrifai, Risse, & Nejdl, 2012) , mu lti-constraint optimal path based method (Yu, Zhang, & Lin, 2007) , etc.
SSC is a typical AI planning problem. Given an initial and a target state, the planning methods identify a composite path for the transition fro m the init ial to the target. Co mpared with QSC, in SSC there is not a pre-existing service process. But the difficu lty is the same, i.e., when the number of candidate services is large, the search space is so huge that there are no effective algorith ms with polynomial complexity . Various AI planners have been adopted for this challenge (Hat zi et al., 2013) . Rao, & Su (2005) , Peer (2005) and Oh, Lee, & Ku mara (2006) have made co mprehensive surveys on SSC research. Representative methods include: GraphPlan-based method (Zheng & Yan, 2008 ), heuristic ru le based search (Hoffmann, 2000) , and dynamic planning approaches (Kuzu & Cicekli, 2012) .
In spite that QSC and SSC have achieved a great in theory, they are insufficient to be direct ly applied to the mass customization scenario, i.e., to deal with massive personalized requirements simu ltaneously. For examp le, the time co mplexity is more unacceptable because multiple requirements have to be dealt with one by one.
Multi-Requirement-Oriented Service Composition
A few research work have been conducted for the multirequirement-oriented service co mposition problem (MSC), with the philosophy of transforming M SC problems into mu ltip le tradit ional QSC/SSC ones by requirement grouping or QoS constraint decomposition, and meanwhile decreasing the execution times of QSC/SSC algorithms.
For examp le, Cardellini et al. (2007) proposed a method to group the mult iple arrival requirements into a set of "flows" according to the similarities of QoS constraints, and requirements in the same flow are fulfilled by one composite service; presented an algorith m named Multi-Co mpositions-for-Mult i-Requirements (MC4MR) to construct m (n ) co mposite services for n requirements with different QoS constraints to ensure the optimal cost-effectiveness. Jin et al. (2012) and Zou et al. (2013) found that those candidate services having higher cost performance will be more frequently selected to satisfy multip le requirements, and as a consequence, these services might be with higher load which would possibly violate their physical constraints. They proposed the methods to decompose the global QoS constraints into a set of local QoS constraints on each task and again decompose in terms of different users, then finally transform into the traditional QSC problem. But for n requirements, the same number of co mposite services must be constructed. Similar work could be found in (Liu et al., 2011) , where a similar problem called global optimal service selection for mult iple requesters (GOSSMR) is presented.
Methodology and Framework for Service Mass Customization
Research on the mass customizat ion of services (Kannan & Healey, 2011; Hu et al., 2013) are generally conducted from the methodology and framework of service engineering, exploring the mechanism of how to develop a customizable service system for massive personalized requirements, instead of the narrow-sense composite services in service composition problem. Further, the customizable features are much broader, for examp le, in SaaS, a customizable feature might be located in the UI layer, business logic layer and data layer, and each customer makes configuration by his own preference to get a highly personalized SaaS instance. Typical techniques to implement such customization are meta-models and policy-based models (Shim, 2011) .
This philosophy originates from the domain engineering and software product line (SPL) pract ice in software engineering (A lfé rez & Pelechano, 2011; Mohabbati et al., 2013) . Two representative methods of this kind are configurable software engineering methodology (Becker et al., 2009) and Service Family (Moon et al., 2010; Seung et al., 2011) . Semantic ontology (Liang et al., 2011) , VxBPEL (Sun et al., 2010) , and feature (tree) model (Nguyen & Colman, 2010) , etc, are invented to describe the variable/customizable points and the dependencies between them (Hadaytullah, Koskimies, & Systa, 2009; Nguyen, Colman, & Han, 2011; Weid mann et al., 2011) . These variations are then mapped to the imp lementation in a model-driven approach (Bucchiarone et al., 2010) and in fect the service system with self-adaption capacities by techniques such as autonomic agent and autonomic event triggering. http://www.hipore.com/ijsc Nevertheless, the service systems developed by the above-mentioned methods are essentially "closed", meaning that those customizable features are mostly identified and designed by the service designers based on their own experiences and domain knowledge. This limits the customization co mpetency of service systems and violates the "open" characteristic of services.
Service Network Approaches
In order to improve the inadequate customizat ion competency, a new approach called Service Netwo rk (SN) is emerging in recent years. Co mpared with the previous methods, it is not a single organization who dominates the design of the customizab le service systems, but it is based on the open Internet environment and tries to build an open service network using an "exhaustive spreading" mechanis m to aggregate various isolated web services and open APIs into an inter-connected network based on the similarities and correlat ions among the services. That is, an SN co mes into being not so much by " elaborate design" as by "naturally growing".
Researchers used several different names for this phenomenon, such as Service Net work (Chen, Han, & Feng, 2012) , Service Eco-Systems (Huang, Fan, & Tan, 2012) , Co mposition Serv ice Network (Tao et al., 2012) , Open Semantics Service Net work (OSSN) (Cardoso, Pedrinaci, & De Leenheer, 2013) , Global Social Service Network (Chen, Paik, & Huang, 2014) , etc. A consensus is that, the more intensive business interoperability pro motes the dynamic and complex interconnections between web-based software services, and a service-centric web is emerg ing (Danylevych, Karastoyanova, & Ley mann, 2010) . It has been found that an SN is a scale-free and small-world network co mposed of a few active services and a great amount of silent services, indicating that it follows the power law (Tao et al., 2012; Hwang, A lt mann, & Kim, 2009; Kil et al., 2009) . In essence, an SN represents the crowd intelligence when massive users spontaneously use these services.
Liang, Chen, & Feng (2013) adopted a snowball-based automatic service co mposition by exp loring the semantics relations among massive web services, and based on the tracing of these potential relations, new services are constantly added into current SN so that it gro ws. Jung (2011) proposes a service chain identification method to discover explicit and imp licit relations between services, and then uses Social Network Analysis (SNA ) approach to merge mu ltip le service chains for the flexib le satisfaction of business demands. Maamar, Hacid, & Huhns (2011) and Chen, Paik, & Huang (2014) give web services the "sociability" competency, i.e., each web service knows which other web services collaborate, substitute, or co mpete with itself, so that the social networking approaches are utilized to build the SN. Co mmon integration patterns are to be found in the service eco-systems to imp rove an SN's performance (Han, Chen, & Feng, 2014) .
It is assumed that service network is a promising approach for mass customization of services. In the future, service network will beco me a social in frastructure, and when a service provider publicized a new service, it will be voluntarily connected into the SN; and along with more users' involvement into the SN, some relat ions between services might be strengthened and others be weakened. Let us envision the time when service network is like the Internet (connecting massive servers around the world) and social network (connecting massive people around the world ); it connects all the publicized services around the world, no matter who offer the services and who use them. In this way, the high cost led by the one-requirementoriented service co mposition is avoided. Th is is the reason why we use service network to facilitate the MC of services. I={p i } and O={p j } are the input and output parameters of SN, respectively. Each parameter represents a distinct data item o ffered or expected by users, and is described in the form of standard public ontology.
SERVICE NETWORK
Logical Architecture and Definition
S={s i } is a set of abstract service nodes, and each s i =(I i , O i , A i ) is co mposed of the input parameters I i , output parameters O i and one or mu ltiple concrete web services A i . |A i |=1 imp lies there is only one candidate service for s i , and |A i |>1 indicates s i has mu ltiple functionally -equivalent candidates which have the same input and output but different QoS. The j-th concrete service is represented by
are the values of a ij ' s execution time, reliability and price, respectively. http://www.hipore.com/ijsc F={f ij } is a set of directed edges pointing from the input parameters to the service nodes, each edge f ij =p i s j (p i I, s j S) indicating an input parameter p i is transferred to the service node s j . G={g ij } is the directed edges from service nodes to the output parameters, each g ij =s i p j (s i S, p j O) indicating the service node s i will transfer its output parameter p j directly to the output of SN. H={h ikj }, and
indicates that a parameter p k is transferred between two service nodes s i and s j . The three types of edges jointly transform the input I to the output O layer by layer.
. This implies that any output parameters of any service nodes in the SN could be as the output of SN.
An SN tends to come into being either spontaneously or planned by a predominant service provider on its own initiat ive. All the concrete services included in the service nodes are the open publicized web services or APIs. Two inter-connected service nodes have the "related-to" relation, and two concrete services belonging to the same service nodes have the "similar-as" relation.
How SN Enables Mass Customization
An SN's customization refers that, given a requirement with functionality and QoS constraints, we look for an SN's subnetwork that satisfies both constraints. Here we briefly introduce why the SN is customizable.
is the set of directed edges from the input of SN or other service nodes to s j and that transfer the parameter p k . Th is imp lies that all the edges in (s j , p k ) have the "or" relations, i.e., when SN is customized, as long as at least one edge in (s j , p k ) is kept in the final sub-network, will the input parameter p k of s j be p rovided. For example in Figure 1 , the service node s 5 has three incoming edges all transferring the parameter p 3 , one fro m the input of SN, the second fro m s 1 , and the last fro m s 3 . Similarly, p k O, all
have the "or" relations, such as the output parameters p 9 and p 10 in Figure 1 . The existence of the relation "or" implies that SN has mult iple ways of producing expected data requested in a specific requirement.
Def. 1 (Multi-Source Parameter) s j S, p k I(s j ), if |(s j , p k )|>1, then p k is a mu lti-source parameter. p k O, if |(p k )|>1, then p k is a multi-source parameter, too.
Secondly, a compound node is also customizab le, i.e., a concrete service is to be selected from A j to satisfy the QoS constraint in a specific requirement. In Figure 1 , the compound service node is shown as double-line cycles to be distinguished from those non-compound service nodes where |A j |=1.
Def. 2 (Compound Service Node) s j S, if |A j |>1, then s j is a compound service node.
To sum up, there are t wo mechanis ms that SN holds to facilitate the mass customization: (1) the variety how a specific parameter is produced, i.e., the mult i-source parameter;
(2) the variety that a specific service node exhibits different Qo S levels, i.e., the co mpound service node. The former makes the customizat ion results hav e personalized process structures, while the latter makes the results exhibit personalized QoS levels. Fro m this point of view, SN can be considered as the fusion of two traditional service co mposition approaches (SSC and QSC): AI planning based SSC methods (e.g., GraphPlan) are good at producing the variety of service inter-connections (i.e., mu lti-source parameters), and QSC methods are good at producing the variety of global Qo S of the final solutions (i.e., to select proper concrete services for the composition), respectively. 
PROBLEM DEFINITION
Personalized Requirement
Candidate Services
A candidate service is abstractly defined as a=<F, I S , O S , Q S , NC, UC >, where F is the functional description of a in the form of standard ontology, I S and O S are a's input and output parameters, respectively, and Q S ={<QPara m i , QValue i >} is a set of QoS attributes and the corresponding values declared by a's provider.
NC and UC are two cost-related metrics. NC is the Negotiation Cost, referring to the cost that a broker pays for investigating the functionality, QoS, reputation, etc, of a, and for negotiating with a's owner (service provider) to get the permission that a is to be included in the SN. UC is the Usage Cost, the price that a customer pays to the provider if a participates in the customized solution that satisfies his requirement. So me web services and APIs are free, i.e., http://www.hipore.com/ijsc UC(a)=0. For those paid services, UC(a) is the publicized price of a. No matter whether a is a free or paid service, there always has NC(a)>0. In the past service computing research, people usually focus on UC but basically ignore NC. To note that, NC(a) is paid once fo r the first time when a is added into SN and never needs to be recalculated regardless of how many times it is used. But every time a participants into the satisfaction of a requirement, UC (a) is paid once, i.e., pay-per-use.
For two candidate services a i and a j , F(a i )=F(a j ) indicates both offer the same functionality, denoted by 
Problem Definition
The problem of Service Network Planning (SNP) is defined as follo ws. Given a set of personalized requirements R={r k } (k=1, 2, ..., n) and a set of candidate services CS={s l } (l=1, 2, ..., m), we build a customizable service network SN. The expected output is refined into two aspects:
(2) CRR being the requirements that could be satisfied by SN. CR=R imp lies all the requirements are satisfied, and r k CR, CN k is a sub-network of SN and satisfies the functionality and QoS constraints in r k . Fro m the service composition's standpoint, each CN k is a composite service. This is a co mbinatorial optimization problem. Because there might be massive potential SN composed by the massive services in CS, the search space is large. The objective is to build the SN that satisfies as many requirements in R as possible with minimal cost. In other words, to maximize the benefit that the broker yields fro m the SN. This is called "cost-effectiveness" and denoted as:
Profit(SN, CR) is the net earnings from the construction of SN for satisfying the requirements in CR. Shown in Figure 2 , it has three constituent parts: 
Figure 2. Cost and benefit issues in SNP problem
Constraints:
Fro m the optimization objective three conclusions can be drawn:  The larger is the number of requirements that can be satisfied (i.e., |CR|) and the larger is the W R that the satisfied requirements offer, the larger Pro fit(SN, CR) might be. Therefore, the SNP algorithm should give higher priority to those requirements that could bring more benefit;  The smaller is the number of services included in SN and the smaller is the number of inter-connections between these services, the larger Profit(SN, CR) might be. Therefore, the SNP algorithm should cautiously import services and interconnections into SN unless they result in the profit growth of the SN;  The lower UC and NC do the services in SN have and the higher is the number of requirements that each service participates in, the larger Pro fit (SN, CR) might be. Therefore, the SNP algorith m should try to use those services with higher cost performance and higher reusability. But when we get down to the details, above three principles might contradict each other. For examp le, a requirement with higher WTP usually has more strict functionality and QoS constraints, and this imp lies the selected services should have better quality but consequently, higher price. Another examp le is: in order to use less services to satisfy more requirements, those services with higher quality will be usually selected to cover more requirements, but for those requirements with mo re relaxed QoS constraints, such service selection is a waste and possibly leads to the reduction of the profit; however, if we follow the "just-enough" principle to select the most suitable http://www.hipore.com/ijsc services to exactly satisfy the QoS constraints of each requirement, the nu mber of services and inter-connections will inevitably high. The challenge is to make an acceptable compro mise on these conflicting objectives and plan an optimal SN.
OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHMS
Three Potential Approaches
Co mpared with tradit ional service co mposition approaches where the nu mber of requirements and the number of final composite services is 1:1, the SNP problem is that mult iple requirements share one SN (, i.e., n :1). A critical step is how to transform n :1 SNP into one or several 1:1 service composition problem, then to apply traditional service composition algorith ms to solve them, respectively. Here we use three strategies for such transformation:  Strategy 1: To construct a composite service for each requirement, and then merge these composite services into an SN;  Strategy 2: To group n requirements into m (1mn) virtual ones, and then use Strategy 1 to plan the SN;  Strategy 3: To sequentially deal with n requirements one by one and always keep one SN by iteratively enhancement.
Processes of the three strategies are shown in Figure  3 
Solution Consolidation based Algorithm
This strategy is the direct application of tradit ional 1:1 service composition approaches into the MC scenario, i.e., using ORSC to plan a solution for each requirement, then merging all the solutions together and eliminating the repeated and unnecessary service nodes. The algorithm is called Solut ion-Consolidation-based Algorithm (SCA) and is listed below.
Algorithm 1: Solution-Consoli dati on-based Algorithm (SCA)
The advantage of SCA is straightforward : it is simp le and a traditional ORSC algorithm is applied n times with no need for designing a new algorithm. The disadvantages are obvious, too, i.e., it does not consider the correlations between requirements (indicating that the selected services in step (2) are only used to satisfy one requirement) so that the final consolidated solution in step (6) will include a large number o f services with high complexity of interconnections and at high cost.
The time co mplexity of SCA is subject to the nu mber of requirements (n), being equivalent to n times of the one of ORSC algorithm.
Requirement Grouping based Algorithm
This algorith m is based on SCA, but further considers the correlations and similarities between the n requirements and divides them into groups according to the coverage relations. A virtual requirements is constructed as the representative of all the requirements belonging to the same group, and ORSC is applied for each virtual requirement. In this way, the number of requirements is compressed and the time complexity is reduced. The philosophy is straightforward: if a composite service can meet a requirement with strict constraints, then it can surely satisfy other requirements with more relaxed constraints. Here we firstly define two coverage relations between requirements and use them for requirement grouping.
Def. 3 (Functionality Coverage between two requirements). For two requirements r i and r j , the conditions I R (r i )I R (r j ) and O R (r i )O R (r j ) imp lies that a composite service that could satisfy the function constraint of r i must satisfy the one of r j . We call that r i "functionally covers" r j , denoted as FCover(r i , r j ).
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http://www.hipore.com/ijsc Def. 4 (QoS Coverage between two requirements ). For r i and r j where there is FCover(r i , r j ), if each QoS constraint in r i is more strict than the constraint on the same QoS attribute in r j , we called that r i "QoS covers" r j , denoted as QCover(r i , r j ).
In terms of the requirement grouping, there are two steps: (1) Part ition R into mu ltiple mutually disjo int subsets {R 1 , R 2 , ..., R p } by the FCover relation, i.e., for each r i R k (1kp), there is at least one r i 'R k that makes FCover(r i ', r i ), and for r j R\R k , both FCover(r i , r j ) and FCover(r j , r i ) are false; (2) Similarly, fo r each k [1, p] , partition R k into mu ltip le mutually disjoint subsets by the QCover relation. Finally R is grouped into {R 1 , R 2 , ..., R m } and 1pmn. Step (1) part itions the initial requirements R into m subsets and each subset is a partially ordered set in terms of FCover and QCover. For each R j , step (2) and (3) construct a virtual requirement vr j with the least input parameters, the most output parameters, the total WTP, and the strictest QoS constraints of all the requirements in R j .
Step (6) invoke SCA algorithm to plan the final SN.
Co mpared with SCA, RGA co mpresses the requirements and transforms the initial n:1 co mposition problem into an m:1 (mn ) one. Therefore, the time co mplexity decreases n/m times. In the wo rst case where m=n, i.e., there are not any FCover and QCover relations among all the requirements, so SCA and RGA have the same efficiency. In the best case where m=1, i.e., all the requirements are mutually covered each other, the time co mplexity of RGA is equivalent to the one of ORSC. Besides, the number of service nodes and connections in the final SN has lowered a great deal because multiple requirements in the same group share the common composite solution.
But as mentioned before, for two requirements r i , r j in the same equivalence class, if r i 's QoS constraints is extraordinarily stricter than r j 's, the virtual requirement must follow the constraints of r i . This vio lates the "just-enough" principle and results in cost-ineffectiveness. Fro m this perspective, the output SN is not optimal. On the other hand, RGA only considers FCover and QCover relations which look somewhat strict. For examp le, suppose r 1 expects to get the output {a, b, c} by offering the input {y, z}, and r 2 expects to get {b, d} by offering {x, z}; in RGA, r 1 and r 2 do not satisfy the FCover relation, hence the ORSC algorith m is to be invoked twice to construct the solutions for each, respectively. Ho wever, there are indeed some similarit ies, e.g., both provide b and expect z. To further improve the optimality, we go to the third strategy, Iterative Enhancement based Algorithm (IEA).
Iterative Enhancement based Algorithm
Fro m above analysis, we get a heuristic rule: it had better utilize more shared services and connections that have the capacity of satisfying mult iple requirements, so that the negotiation and maintenance cost are to be averaged, and consequently, the total cost is to be reduced.
Here we introduce the iterative enhancement strategy based on above rule. Suppose that a service network SN (i) has been constructed for the first i requirements {r 1 , r 2 , ..., r i }, we first check whether r i+1 could be fully satisfied by SN (i) . If yes, it is not necessary to invoke the ORSC algorith m fo r r i+1 ; otherwise, ORSC is called to import new services and connections and merge them into SN (i) to get a larger SN (i+1) . During the ORSC, it is better to reuse the existing services and connections in SN (i) because their CC have already been "sunk cost", and secondly, the new imported services should follow the "just-enough" principle for the satisfaction of the constraints of r i+1 . Such iterations continue until all the requirements have been coped with and a final SN (n) is obtained. In each iterat ion, the criterion whether a requirement is to be satisfied or not is based on the cost-effectiveness, i.e., the satisfaction of a requirement will increase the profit of SN (i) .
A critical point in this process is in what order the requirements are dealt with. We use a metric " Potential Benefit" to sort the requirements with the objective that the requirements which wou ld bring more benefit to the broker stand in the front of the queue. 
Algorithm 3: Iterati ve Enhancement based Algorithm
Step (1) calls SortByPotentialBenefit() to sort the requirements in terms of the potential benefit PB(r i ) in the descending order.
Step (2)-(4) deals with the case when n=1, and the ORSC algorith m is invoked to get the solution. If n>1, step (6) recursively calls IEA algorithm and get a service network SN (n1) for the first n1 requirements. Step (7) calls Prune() to prune SN (n1) to eliminate the input parameters could generate all the expected output paramters of r n and satisfy the QoS constraints of r n . If so, it is not necessary to re-plan a composite solution for r n and the algorithm ends in step (9) and (10). Otherwise, in step (11)-(14) all the already-existing concrete services and connections in   1 n SN  are marked by a flag "1" and set their negotiation cost as 0, indicating that these services are no longer required to pay the negotiation cost. In step (15) the ORSC algorith m are again called to get the solution for r n and merge with SN (n1) to get SN (n) .
There are two extreme cases: The time comp lexity of IEA depends on the times that the ORSC algorith m is invoked. If for each iteration the case (b) is always true, ORSC is invoked only once (the best case). If each iterat ion falls into the case (a), ORSC is called n times (the worst case). The key is to let each iteration fall into the case (b) and avoid (a) as far as possible. This relies heavily on the requirement sorting in step (1). We go to the introduction of how to estimate the potential benefit of a requirement in the next section.
Estimation of Potential Benefit of a Requirement (PB)
PB(r i ) measures the potential benefit that is produced by the composite solution of r i . It is co mposed of two parts: (1) the benefit received fro m the payment o f the customer who raises r i ; (2) if r i 's co mposite solution can satisfy other requirements {r j1 , r j2 , ...}, then it is not necessary to construct new solutions for these requirements, and the payment of the corresponding customers is considered as r i ' s benefit, too. The larger is PB(r i ), the h igher priority r i is to be dealt with during IEA, and the higher probability the follow-up iterations fall into the case (b) with.
PB(r i ) cannot be precisely measured before r i 's composite solution is actually constructed. Here we use an estimation based on the "similarity" between two requirements, i.e., D F (r i , r j ) and D Q (r i , r j ). The former measures the similarit ies between the input and output parameters of r i and r j , and the latter measures the similarities between the QoS constraints of r i and r j . Larger similarity imp lies that the corresponding solutions might be more similar, and the satisfaction of r i will have a h igh probability of the satisfaction of r j .
For the functional similarity between r i and r j , probability there is that the satisfaction of r i will lead to the satisfaction of r j . The reason why D Q (r i , r j ) is p laced as an exponent of D F (r i , r j ) is that functional similarity has greater impact on the final solution than the QoS similarity. And the greater are the D F (r i , r j ) and D Q (r i , r j ), the larger PB(r i ) is.
One-Requirement Oriented Service Composition Algorithm (ORSC)
Here we introduce the ORSC algorithm used in SCA, RGA and IEA. ORSC gets the input of a requirement and a set of candidate services, and generates a composite service that satisfies the functionality and QoS constraints in the requirement. Obviously there is not a pre-existing abstract http://www.hipore.com/ijsc service process, so traditional QSC algorithms are unfit for ORSC. Here we propose the ORSC algorith m based on the traditional SSC approaches. In AI planning based SSC algorithms, the input parameters in the requirement are considered as the initial state, the expected output parameters are considered as the target state, and each candidate service is considered as the "action", then specific A I p lanners are emp loyed to look for a composite service that transform fro m the in itial to the objective state. In the planning process, the composite solution gradually comes into being, i.e., befo re the functionality constraints are fu lly s atisfied, the solution is always partial. It is easy to check the satisfiability of functionality constraints (e.g., by judging whether all the expected output parameters have been produced) but it is difficult to check the satisfiability of QoS constraints because this checking should be based on a comp lete solution instead of a partial one. For examp le, d ifferent process structures lead to different calculations of getting the global execution time fro m the execution time of each constituent web service included in the process.
To address this issue, we present a Planning Graph based algorithm co mb ined with branch-and-bound and hillclimbing strategies. Aiming at a requirement r and the candidate services CS, the algorithm looks for a costeffective composite solution CN.
Algorithm 4: ORSC Input: CS, r Output:
return SolutionTreeSearch(PG, r) (4) return  In step (1) a p lanning graph PG is generated by the classical forward chaining approach. A p lanning graph is a layered directed graph, denoted by PG=<P 0 , S 1 , P 1 , .., S T , P T , M> where {P 0 , P 1 , ..., P T } are parameter layer, {S 1 , S 2 , ..., S T } are service layers, and M is a set of parameter transferring relations (directed edges) between parameter and service layer. P 0 is the "in itial state" and P T is the "target state" of the planning, and PG contains all the possible composite solutions of r. For the algorith m PlanningGraph(CS, r) that generates PG, please refer to the algorith m Compose() and Expand() in Zheng & Yan (2008) and we will not repeat here. If some expected output parameters in r cannot be generated by services in CS, then the algorithm returns PG= . Figure 4 shows an examp le of p lanning graph with two service layers and three parameter layers.
Next, we use the hill-climbing and branch-and-bound strategies to conduct the backward search in the p lanning graph and look for an optimal solution. This is called SolutionTreeSearch(PG, r) in step (3). PG implies there must be at least one feasible solution that satisfies the functional constraints of r, but whether the QoS constraints are satisfied should be checked during the search. Def. 5 (Sol ution Tree). A solution tree ST=<root, N , E> is a layered tree representing the dynamic search process on the planning graph PG, where rootN is the root node of ST; N={node i } is a set of nodes each of which represents a partial or co mplete solution obtained during the search; <node i , node j >E is a directed edge between nodes, node j is generated by adding a new concrete service and the corresponding edges into node i , and there have node i =Father(node j ) and node j Children(node i ). If <node i , node j >E and <node i , node k >E, then node j and node k are siblings, indicating that they are two different extensions of node i .
A node in N is further refined as node=<SList, LPList, DPList>, where  SList={a k } is the set of concrete services included in this solution;  LPList is a set of input parameters that are required by this solution, but cannot be offered by r;  DPListO R (r) is a subset of r's output parameters that could be produced by this solution. For the root being a special solution, there are SList=, LPList=O R (r) and DPList= , i.e., the in itial solution where no any services are selected from PG. Each leaf-node of ST represents a feasible solution of r, i.e., DPList=O R (r) and LPList=. Each non-leaf node is a partial solution, i.e., DPListO R (r). The algorith m SolutionTreeSearch(PG, r) is to find an optimal leaf-node with the best profit by iteratively and heuristically extending and pruning the ST according to the structure of PG, until there are not any nodes that can be further extended and ST becomes empty. The pseudo-code of SolutionTreeSearch(PG, r) is given below. The variable opt keeps the optimal solution during the iterations.
Step (2) creates the root node of ST as the starting search point.
Step (3)-(18) is a co mplete iteration. In step (4) a non-leaf node with the maximu m profit is greedily selected from current ST for the extension in the current iteration, which is what is called the "hill-climbing" in terms of the profit of nodes. Step (5) identifies a parameter p fro m LPList o f node such that p has the largest layer nu mber in PG.
Step 6 finds all the concrete services AvS in which each service could produce p and might be potentially extended into node to form a new solution. Every t ime step (8)-(14) are executed, each concrete service a in AvS is added to node and there forms a new solution child that locates in the next layer of node.
Step (8) is to construct the SList, LPList, DPList of child.
Step (9) checks whether child satisfies the QoS constraints of r. If the QoS constraints are violated, child is an illegal solution and will not be added into ST; otherwise, in step (11) the profit of child is calculated. If child is a leaf-node (i.e., its LPList = and it is a co mp lete solution) and its profit is larger than opt, then opt is substituted by child (step (12)). If child is a non-leaf node (i.e., its LPList and it is a part ial solution), then child is added into ST as a child-node of node for further extension (step (13)- (14)). This imp lies that, if child is not superior to opt, future extension on it becomes unnecessary, and it is not added into ST, so that the search space in G is cut down. This is what is called "branch-and bound". After the execution of step (7)-(15), ST might be extended by either adding one non-leaf node under node or without any changes. "No changes" implies that all the extended solutions of node are checked to be infeasible or have been deleted, then node makes no sense and should be deleted fro m ST, so the algorithm goes to step (16)-(17) to prune node and its ancestors if a node satisfies the condition that it has been extended but no child nodes are kept in ST. The iterations continue, until the tree becomes empty, indicating that all the potential and feasible solutions have been explored, and opt is the final optimal solution.
To note that, in step (9) we check whether child satisfies the QoS constraints in r. As mentioned before, it is difficult to do such checking because the solutions generated during the search might be partial. Here we classify various QoS attributes into structure-unrelated (e.g., Reliability and Cost) and structure-related ones (e.g., Execution Time). The former refers that the calcu lation of their values is only related to the values of the constituent services but has nothing to do with the structure of the co mposite service, and the latter depends on both the QoS values of the constituent services and the structure of the composite service. If child is a co mp lete solution, we check all its QoS attributes, but if it is a partial one, only the structureunrelated QoS attributes are to be checked. If a part ial solution violates some QoS constraints, it is not necess ary to make further extensions on it because more extension will bring about more serious violations of the same QoS constraints. This is also what is said "branch-and bound" in this algorithm, too.
EXPERIMENTS AND COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 6.1 Data Preparation
The experiments are for the three algorith ms (SCA, RGA and IEA) and comparisons are made on the execution efficiency, the complexity of the generated SN, and the profit (cost-effectiveness). They are conducted on Microsoft Windows 7 (32bit), Intel® Core i3 3.10GHz processors and 2.92GB RAM. The program is imp lemented in Java (Eclipse 4.3+JDK1.7). For the candidate services, we emp loy two web service datasets (QWS and WS-DREAM) and a self-generated dataset. 1,000 web services are extracted fro m the open datasets and their functionality/input/output are semantically unified. To ensure the impartiality of the results, 1,500 new services are generated by the following rules:  1,000 distinct data parameters are firstly selected fro m the parameters of the services fro m QWS and WS-DREAM. They are divided into 20 d isjoint groups according to the similarities in their semantics;  For each service, 1-11 parameters are randomly selected as its input, and 16-26 ones are randomly selected as its output. Either the input or output parameters of a service is selected from at most 3 different parameters groups. in other words, a service with better performance is likely to have higher Price, and vice versa.  The value of NC of a service ranges in [800, 969000] dollars. It is not randomly generated but is based on the value of the Price (i.e., the UC ). The NC-to-UC ratio ranges fro m [0.25,10] . This is to simulate the reality: for some real-world services, it takes much cost to investigate them and negotiate with their providers, while for some others, this cost is low. Totally 1,000 requirements are prepared. As there are not off-the-shelf requirement datasets, the requirements are generated by the rules below:  The number of input parameters of each requirement ranges in [7, 27] , and the number of its output parameters is 5;  The QoS constraints in a requirement are in terms of the Execution Time and Reliability, the value of which range in [3100, 11100] seconds and [0.1,0.52], respectively. Some requirements are endowed with more strict QoS constraints, and others are with mo re relaxed ones.  Concerning the WTP of a requirement, similar as the Price of a candidate service, there is also a metric called QoS/WTP Align ment Degree. The WTP of a majority of the generated requirements is aligned with the strictness of its QoS constraints (i.e., the more strict are the constraints, the larger is the WTP). A small number o f requirements are with strict QoS constraints but smaller WTP, or with relaxed QoS constraints but larger WTP. Based on these data, total five experiments are designed. Experiment 1 is to make co mparison on the three SNP algorith ms (SCA, RGA and IEA) in terms of the time complexity, the complexity of the generated SN, and the benefit/cost of the generated SN. Experiment 2 is to observe the performance fluctuation during the iterat ions of IEA to validate the philosophy of IEA. Experiment 3-5 are used to check the effects that three factors have on the performance of IEA, including QoS strictness of the incoming requirements, the criteria o f sorting requirements before the iterative enhancement, and the ratio between NC/UC of candidate services.
Experiment 1: Performance w.r.t. Number of Requirements
The objective of this experiment is to co mpare the performance of the three SNP algorith ms (SCA, RGA and IEA). Based on the same candidate services set, the algorith ms execute to look for the optimal SN for d ifferent amounts of customer requirements (n=10, 20, ..., 100). There are five performance indicators in the co mparison, i.e., the number of ato mic services in SN, nu mber of service nodes in SN, nu mber o f edges in SN, total cos t of SN, and the execution time of algorithms. The results are shown in Figure 4 . Co mpared with SCA and RGA, IEA shows better performance. Specifically, in terms of the same amounts of personalizes requirements, the number of service nodes, atomic services and edges in the SNs generated by IEA are all co mparat ively s maller than the ones by SCA and RGA, imp lying that IEA produces SNs with s maller sizes and comp lexity. Th is also results in lo wer cost. In addition, IEA exh ibits better execution efficiency than SCA and RGA: the execution time of IEA increases at a very low speed due to the sorting and iterative http://www.hipore.com/ijsc enhancement strategy, but the one of SCA is directly proportional to the amount of requirements. The co mparison between SCA and RGA proves the advantage of requirement grouping: although the improvement degree on the size and comp lexity of SN are not quite large, the execution time decreases obviously. It is also seen that all the five indicators increase along with the increasing amount of customer requirements, i.e., mo re requirements result in larger and more co mplex SN with mo re cost, and consequentially, more execution time to plan the SN.
This conclusion proves that, traditional one-requirementoriented service composition approaches are overburd ened in the mass customizat ion scenario, but our iterative enhancement strategy behaves better by generating a smaller SN at lower cost and higher efficiency.
Experiment 2: Performance Fluctuation during the Iterations of IEA
In this experiment we obs erve the performance fluctuations during the iterations of IEA for 100 personalized requirements. There are totally 100 t imes of iterat ions during the execution, and each iteration deals with one requirement. Figure 5 shows the results. Figure 5 (a) we see that, the number of service nodes, atomic services and edges in the SN all increase in a step-wise manner, and the growth rate becomes increasingly slow. This is in accordance with the IEA philosophy, i.e., those requirements that row in the forefront of the queue could cover more other requirements but they are seldom mutually covered, therefore more service node and atomic services are imported to satisfy them; but for the subsequent requirements, they could be satisfied by the existing SN with a higher probability so that less services and edges are to be enhanced to the exiting SN.
Average reusability refers to the average number of requirements that each atomic service participates in. Fro m Figure 5(b) we can see that, the average reusability keeps increasing along with more and more requirements. This is because IEA tries to utilize the previously selected services to satisfy new-incoming requirements instead of importing new ones. But to note here is that it shows some sudden drops. This implies that the inco ming requirement cannot be completely covered by prev ious ones, so that new services have to be imported into current SN. Even so, the average reusability increases linearly on the whole (see the cubic polynomial fitting in the figure).
Experiment 3: Performance w.r.t. QoS Strictness of Requirements (QS)
Different customers will raise different requirements, not only on the functionality but also on the QoS. So me requirements have more strict QoS constraints relative to the Willing To Pay (WTP) that the corresponding customers pay, and some others have more relaxed QoS constraints. Different QoS strictness of requirements will have some impact on the efficiency and performance of IEA.
Here we use three groups of requirements, each one having 20 distinct requirements. The functionality constraints and WTP are identical, and the only difference is that the requirements in Group 1 have quite relaxed QoS constraints, the ones in Group 3 have quite strict QoS constraints, and the ones in Group 2 have aligned QoS constraints. IEA is applied to the three groups, respectively, and Figure 6 shows the comparisons between the three groups of requirements which are labeled by Relaxed, Aligned and Strict, respectively. Figure 6(a) is the comparison on the benefit and cost of the generated SN for the three groups of requirements. The SN for the Relaxed group yields the maximu m benefit and minimu m cost, and the one for the Strict group does the opposite. The reason is obvious: requirements with more strict QoS constraints require that the SN planning algorith m selects those services with higher QoS and consequently, higher UC; therefore, the total cost is higher. Because the WTP that the customers pay is fixed, the total benefit gained from the satisfaction of these strict requirements are meanwhile lower. Figure 6(b) is a co mparison of the complexity of the generated SN, including the nu mber of service nodes, the number of ato mic services, and number of edges. The SN for the Strict group has the maximal co mp lexity, wh ile the SN for the Relaxed group has the min imal co mplexity , but the difference is not that big, indicating that the QS of requirements does not much affect the comp lexity of the generated SN. http://www.hipore.com/ijsc It can be seen that the Strict group requires more t ime than the other groups. This is because the more strict QoS requirements make more potential solutions being infeasible during the ORSC search, so the SolutionTreeSearch(PG, r) algorithm has to make deeper search that takes more time.
Experiment 4: Performance w.r.t. Sorting Criteria of Requirements
In IEA, the first step is to sort the requirements in terms of the potential benefit in the descending order, so that the requirements that could bring more benefit will be dealt with preferentially. Actually, there are other sorting criteria, such as sorting by WTP of the requirements (i.e., requirement with the highest WTP is given top priority), and sorting randomly (i.e., the order by wh ich these requirements are dealt with is not considered). This experiment tries to verify whether and how different sorting criteria have influences on the performance of the SN constructed by IEA.
Fro m Figure 7 (a) we see that the total benefits under the three sorting criteria are almost coincident, imply ing that the sorting criteria will not affect the cost-effectiveness of the constructed SN. Ho wever, fro m Figure 7(b ) and (c) we see the difference in the co mplexity of the constructed SN (number of service nodes, the number of ato mic services, and number of edges), and in most cases, sorting by PB reduces the complexity of the SN in a certain degree. Another conclusion is that sorting by WTP will result in the highest complexity, imply ing that "greedy" is not a good sorting criterion. WTP is the direct benefit gained fro m the satisfaction of a requirement, wh ile PB is the sum of both direct and potential benefits, and sorting by PB will make the algorith m select those services that might cover more other requirements, instead of only one requirement, so that the reusability of the selected services is improved. This experiment proves the effectiveness of the sorting by PB adopted in IEA.
Experiment 5: Performance w.r.t. Ratio between NC/UC of Candidate Services
In this experiment, we try to discover whether the ratio between the negotiation cost (NC) and the usage cost (UC) of candidate web services affects the performance of the SN constructed by IEA. In terms of different amounts of requirements (10, 20, ..., 100), IEA is executed under different NC/UC settings (1/4, 1, 4, 7, and 10). To note that, the sum of NC and UC of each candidate service remains the same, e.g., NC=10, UC=40, NC/ UC=1/4; NC=25, UC=25, NC/UC=1; and so on. Figure 8 shows the comparisons on the total profit and cost of the constructed SN.
Fro m the figure we find that, with the ever increase of NC relative to UC, the benefit brought by the SN is likely to inflate and the total cost of the SN is like ly to decrease. This confirms the advantage of the iterative enhancement strategy, i.e., during the execution of ORSC in each iterat ion, the higher NC (and correspondingly, the smaller UC) will http://www.hipore.com/ijsc make the search tend to reuse those selected services because the added cost is only UC; and if UC is comparatively larger than NC, the significance of service sharing among mu ltip le requirements becomes more trivial, so that the algorithm t ies to look for new services instead of reusing existing ones, and consequently, the total cost increases and the profit decreases. 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The "personalization" and "heterogeneity" characteristics of services require that service providers offer d ifferent services to different customers , wh ich is what various service composition algorith ms tries to achieve. But due to the cost issue, real-world service providers usually realize partial personalizat ion using "service product" strategy alike the products in the manufacturing do main. It is a challenging issue on the tradeoff between the higher personalization fro m the customer's viewpoint and the higher cost-effectiveness from the service provider's viewpoint. Research on the mass customization of services is of significance to both research and practice. This paper uses Service Netwo rk (SN) as a tool to deal with the scenario where massive customers raise massive personalized requirements. An SN is considered as the combination of two t raditional service co mposition approaches: the AI planning based SSC approaches (e.g., GraphPlan) aiming at the variety of connections between services, and the combinatorial optimizat ion based QSC approaches (e.g., Skyline) aiming at the variety of global QoS performance. In SN, the corresponding means of facilitating the two varieties are " mult i-source parameters" and "compound service node", respectively. The core algorith m fo r Serv ice Net work Planning (SNP) problem is IEA, which considers the similarities and correlat ions of the functionality and QoS constraints among mult iple requirements, and uses an iterative enhancement strategy to continuously extend an existing SN. Co mpared with two traditional approaches, i.e., SCA and RGA , a set of experiments validate the superiority of IEA.
A significant future work is to consider the growth o f an existing SN. There are so me co mmon features in the crowd requirements, and such features are slowly evolving, so an SN should also follow the evolution and make changes on it. Key issues include: (1) how to identify the evolution of crowd requirements and behaviors; and (2) how to map it into the structure changes of an SN.
